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Abstract 
Lloyd, N.G. and J.M. Pearson, Computing centre conditions for certain cubic systems, Journal of Computa- 
tional and Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 323-336. 
We present necessary and sufficient conditions for a critical point of certain two-dimensional cubic differential 
systems to be a centre. Extensive use of the computer algebra system REDUCE is involved. The search for 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a centre has long been of considerable interest in the theory of 
nonlinear differential equations. It has proved to be a difficult problem, and full conditions are known for very 
few classes of systems. Such conditions are also required in the investigation of Hilbert’s sixteenth problem 
concerning the number of limit cycles of polynomial systems. 
Keywords: Nonlinear differential equations, cubic systems, centre conditions, REDUCE. 
1. Introduction 
We consider systems of differential equations 
i =p(x, Y), j = 4(x9 Y), (1 1) . 
in which p and q are polynomials, and seek conditions under which the origin is a centre (that 
is, a critical point in a neighbourhood of which all orbits are closed). The derivation of 
conditions for a centre is a difficult and long-standing problem in the theory of nonlinear 
differential equations; necessary and sufficient conditions are known for very few classes of 
systems. There are well-known conditions for quadratic systems (see [4]) and the problem has 
been resolved for systems in which p and q are cubic polynomials without quadratic terms [12], 
but it is only recently that conditions have been obtained for other classes of cubic systems [2]. 
Our interest in “the problem of the centre” arose as part of our investigation of Hilbert’s 
sixteenth problem. Hilbert’s problem is to determine the maximum possible number of limit 
cycles of polynomial systems (1.1) in terms of the degrees of p and q. To have a realistic chance 
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of making progress, particular classes of systems are investigated and various kinds of bifurca- 
tion considered. We are interested in the number of limit cycles which bifurcate from the origin 
under perturbation of the coefficients in p and q; these are called small-amplitude limit cycles. 
Much of our recent work has been concerned with such limit cycles in cubic systems (see [9,11], 
for instance, and the survey articles [7,S]). 
In 1944 Kukles [6] proposed necessary and sufficient conditions foi the origin to be a centre 
for systems of the form 
i =y, 
li)= --x + a,x2 + a,xy + a,y2 + a4x3 -I- a,x2y + a,xy2 + a,y3 (12) 
. 
(see [13, p.1241). Kukles stated that the origin is a centre if and only if one of the following 
holds: 
(Kl) Azi=M,=M3=Mq=o, 
(IQ) a,=M,=it&=M,=O, 
(W a7=aS=a2= 0, 
w a7=a5=a3=a,= 0, 
where 
M, = a,a$ + a5m, 
M3 = m + a,a2 + a5, 
M2 = (3a,m + m2 + a,ag)a, - 3a,m2 - a,azm, 
M4 = 9a,af + 2a; + 9m2 + 27a,m 
m = 3a7 + a2a3. 
Our interest in (1.2) arose when Jin and Wang [5] reported an example of a system for which 
the origin appeared to be a centre but which was not covered by any of the conditions 
(Kl)-(K4). Their example has a, = 0, a3 = -2a,, a4 = - +a:, a5 = -3a7, a6 = 0 and 18aG = a;‘. 
It was proved in [3] that the origin is then indeed a centre. In [3] the class of systems (1.2) with 
a, = 0 was also considered. It was shown that at most five limit cycles bifurcate from the origin 
and that the origin is a centre if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
0 i a2=a5= 0, 
( ii 1 a,=a,=a,= 0, 
t 111 ..I 1 a4=a5=a6= 0, a, + a3 = 0, (13) . 
( 1 iv a4 = (a, + a,)a,, a5 = -(a, + a3)a2, a6 = -(a, + a,)ai(a, + 2a,)-‘. 
It follows that the Kukles conditions (K2)-(K4) are in fact complete for this subclass. 
To study the full system (1.2; we scale the variables by a2. Let X= a2x and Y = a,y; the 
system becomes 
X=Y, 
I’ = -X+A,X2+XY+A3Y2+A,X3+A,X2Y+A,XY2+A,Y3, (14) . 
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where Aj = ai/a2, i = 1, 3, and Ai = ai/af, i = 4, 5, 6, 7. Thus the case a2 = 0 has to be 
considered separately. We did this in [ 111 where we proved that at most six limit cycles 
bifurcate from the origin and that if a, f 0, the origin is a centre if and only if 
a3 = -2a,, a4= -+a:, a5= -3a,, a,=O, 18a$ = a:. (15) . 
We note that the example of Jin and Wang is covered by (1.5). 
The necessity of the conditions which we derive and their sufficic;ncy are proved indepen- 
dently. For the necessity we exploit the -fact that there exists a function V defined in a 
neighbourhood of the origin such that I/. its rate of change along orbits, is of the form 
v= q2r2 + q4r4 + l l l , where r* =x2 +y*. The coefficients 772k are the focaZ values and are 
polynomials in the coefficients arising in p and q. The origin is a centre if and only if all the 
focal values vanish. By Hilbert’s basis theorem the set of focal values has a finite basis in the 
ring of polynomials in the coefficients arising in p and q. 
Since the origin has to be a critical point of focus type, the system (1.1) can be written in 
canonical coordinates as 
i=hx+y+jqx, y), j= -x+hy+cj(x, y). 
It is easily shown that 77* = A and we recall that the origin is a fine focus if A = 0. Since our aim 
is to derive conditions under which all the focal values vanish, after calculating a focal value, 
772k say, we “reduce” it by means of substitutions from the relations r/4 = l l l = r/2&__* =0. 
The sufficiency of the conditions we give for a centre is proved by a technique recently 
developed by Christopher [2]. Invariant algebraic curves are sought and appropriate Dulac 
functions constructed. In this way explicit first integrals are obtained and this was the 
procedure used in [3] to confirm the conjecture of Jin and Wang. Explicitly it was shown that 
under conditions (1.5), with the equations scaled such that a 1 = 1, the orbits are the level curves 
of the function 
(y2(x + 1) + fiyx(x - 2) + 6(3x - 5))(x(fiy +x) + 3(1 -x))-’ exp(x(1 - 3~)) 
where 4(x) = /o” exp(u(1 - 4~)) du. Under conditions (iv) of (1.3) the orbits are the level 
curves of 
where u+= --pi f a2, (TV = a,(1 + p)/2p3~*, C$ = a; + (1 + p)/p3K2, K = a, f a3 and p = 
a3(a1 + a3P (see [2]). 
The work which we describe in this paper is heavily dependent on the use of an appropriate 
computer algebra system, and indeed would not be possible without such facilities. Large-scale 
computing is involved and much of the interest of the work derives from this. We use 
REDUCE and most of the computing was done on the Amdahl5890/30 at the Manchester 
Computing Centre. However, we soon encountered the 64 Mbyte limit imposed under the 
VM/XA CMS operating system, and difficulties also arose because the maximum CPU-time 
allowed per job was only 2500 seconds. The final calculations were performed on the CRAY 2 
at the Minnesota Supercomputer Center at Minneapolis. The computing problems arise 
because of the need to manipulate large polynomials. The intermediate expression swell 
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together with the size of the integers occurring caused severe difficulties; for instance, it was 
not possible to set up some of the polynomials within 64 Mbytes. 
Even with large-scale computing facilities it was only possible to obtain necessary and 
sufficient conditions for persistent centres. We say that a centre is persistent relative to a class 
9 of systems if it is not destroyed by all perturbations within 9’; we also describe the 
corresponding conditions as persistent. Thus nonpersistent centres are given by isolated points 
in parameter space, and are consequently of less interest to us than persistent centres. We 
remark that all the known conditions for a centre for quadratic and cubic systems are in fact 
persistent. We identify all conditions for a centre for (1.4) except possibly for a finite set of 
points in the space of coefficients A,, A,, A,, A,, A,, A, and find that there is exactly one 
condition for a centre not covered by (Kl)-(K4) and (1.5). Throughout the paper “persistent” 
means persistent relative to the class of systems of the form (1.4). We conjecture that there are 
no nonpersistent centres. 
Cherkas [l] also noted the incompleteness of the Kukles conditions and discussed some 
aspects of the problem by transforming (1.2) to a system of Lienard type. 
2. ‘The Kukles system 
As explained in Section 1 we consider systems of the form 
i =y, 
+ -x +A,x2 +xy +A3y2 +A,x3 +A,x2y +A,Xy2 +A,y3. (2 1) . 
The focal values for (2.1) were calculated using FINDETA, our computer algorithm for 
determining focal values of systems of differential equations of the form (1.1); we used an 
improved version of that described in [lo]. The reduced focal values are then obtained by 
making a sequence of rational substitutions. Here we are concerned only with the zero sets of 
the reduced focal values - in contrast to the situation when bifurcating limit cycles are 
investigated, when it is necessary to keep track of signs. We therefore need retain only the 
numerators of the reduced focal values, and these we denote by L(k); constant multiplicative 
factors are also ignored. At each rational substitution, the zeros of the denominator are 
excluded and considered separately. 
For convenience, we let K =A, +A,, p =A,+A, and v =A, + 3A,. Computation of q4 
gives 
L(1) = K +A, + 3A,. 
Now we certainly require L(1) = 0 for a centre; so we take 
A, = -K-3A,. (2 2) . 
Substituting this into q6 gives 
L(2) = - 15~‘~ + 15~~ + ~KA~v - 12~A, + 6pA3 - 9pv + 2A, + 6vA, - 2v. 
From L(2) = 0 we take 
15~~~ - 
15~~ 
- 
6~A,v 
- 
~/LA, 
+ 
9pv 
- 
2A, 
+ 2~ 
A,= 6(v 9 - 2K) 
(2.3) 
provided that u - 2~ f 0. The case v - 2 K = 0 will be considered separately. 
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The substitution (2.3) for A, gives 
L(3) = C2P2 + c1E.L + co, 
where 
c2 = 9(20K3 - 29K2v + 50f~~A, + 18~~~ -~~KvA, 
+64~Ai - 3~” + l8~*A3 - ~vA$ - 8A3f), 
c1 = 3( -210s” -?-. l%c’v - 420~~A, + 57K3V2 - 402~~vA, + 408~~A2, + 24~~~~ 
+ 18O~~v~A 3 - 132~~uA; - 40K2Y - 48~~A” + 40~~A 3 3 - 132~v~A~ 
+ 108~~~A: + 64~~~ + 24~uAz - 16O~vA, + 96KAi + 24u3A$ - 12u3 
-24u2A3 + 16u2A + 12uA2 3 3 3 - 16A3,), 
co = 630~~~ - 13%K5u2 i- 126O~‘uA~ i- 1665~~~~ - 504~~v~A~ - 1224~~uA$ 
+ 660~~~ - 660~~A, - 1188~~v~A, + 1044~~v~A$ + 150~~~~ + 144~~vA: 
- 582~~vA, + 432~~A2, + 144~~v~A; - 324~~~~ - 144~~v~A; 
+ 708~~v~A 3 - 432~~vA: -I- 48~~Ai -I- 216~~~ - 504~v~A~ -I- 36O~u’A$ 
+ 32~~~ - 72~vA; - 64~uA, + 32~A; - 12~’ + 24v4A3 - 12u3A2, + 4v3 
- 16v2A3 + 2OvAi - 8A:. 
Suppose for now that c2 f 0; we take 
p2= - 
ClP +c, 
(2 4) . 
c2 
from L(3) = 0 and obtain L(4) = Cp + D, where C and D are polynomials in K, u and A, with 
184 and 255 terms, respectively. Now L(4) = 0 if we take p = -D/C with C z 0; the case 
C = 0 will be considered later. For consistency we require p from L(4) = 0 to satisfy L(3) = 0 
also. Substituting p = -D/C into (2.4) and factorising the expression so obtained, we have 
(u - ~K)~c,~(v -A,)(~K -I- 9u3 i- 4u - 2A3)f(K, v, A3) = 0, (2 5) . 
where f is a polynomial of degree 19. With p = -D/C and p2 given by (2.4) further 
computation gives 
and 
L(5) = (u - 2K)4C,2(V -A,)(~K + 9u3 + 4u - 2A,)g(K, v, AJ (2 6) . 
L(6) = (u - 2K)5C,2(V -A,)(~K + c/u3 -I- 4v - 2A,)h(K, u, A3), (2 7) . 
where g and h are polynomials of degree 20 and 25, respectiveljr. We have excluded the 
possibilities v - 2~ = 0 and c2 = 0, so the origin may be a centre if ZJ -A, = 0 or 2~ + 9v2 + 4v 
-2A, =Oorf=g=h=O. 
Now v -A, = 0 is equivalent to a7 = 0, which was investigated fully in [3], so we exclude the 
possibility that v -A, = 0 in the following. 
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Consider the possibility that 2~ + 9v3 + 4v - 2A, = 0 with A, and A, given by (2.2) and 
(2.3), respectively, and c.c = -D/C. Restoring the original coefficients ai of equation (1.2) and 
after some manipulation we obtain the conditions given in the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that a2 f 0 and that 
m(9m’ + 4az) 
a4= 
m2(9m2 + 2at) 
aI= - - 2a; 9 zap ’ 
m(9m’+ 2a;) 18m2 - 9ma2as + 2a; 
a5 = 
2az ’ ab 
=- 
9as 
9 
where m = a2a3 + Sa,. T&en the origin is a centre. The orbits are the level curves of the function 
-’ I (( 0 9m” + 2ma:)u + 2al)(mu + a2)-‘ar3 e’(“) du 
+ 9agy’(3mx - a$ y + 3a,)-$nx + a2)-’ estx), 
where 
s(x) = $(9m2 - 18ma,a, - 2az)a;‘x2+ (3m - 2a,a,)a,‘x. 
The sufficiency of these conditions follows from the existence of an invariant line and was 
proved in [2]. They are in fact equivalent to (Kl), the first of the Kukles conditions. 
Referring back to (2.5)-(2.7) the other alternative for the origin to be a centre is that 
f = g = h = 0. Now f, g and h are inhomogeneous polynomials in K, v and A,; we aim to 
ehminate one of these variables from f, g and h. This, however, is a nontrivial task as f has 
degree 19 with 458 terms and g is of degree 20 with 539 terms. The straightforward application 
of the RESULTANT function of REDUCE even to bivariate polynomials of degree more than 
about 10 can exceed the time limit of 2500 seconds on the Amdahl5890. Clearly we needed an 
efficient strategy to eliminate a chosen variable and we used a procedure which breaks down 
the calculation into manageable portions. First we simplify f, g and h by returning to the 
variables A,, A, and A,. Recalling that A, z 0, we set A, =&A, and A, =A,& Then 
both f and g are quintics in A; with coefficients that are polynomials in A 17 and A,,, while h 
is of degree six in A$. 
Let z =AT2 and define F =z’f, G =r5g, H = z’h. We write 
F=F,++F,z+F2z2+F3z3+F4z4+F5z5, 
G = G, + G,z + G2z2 + G3z3 + G4z4 + G,z5 
H=H,+H,z+H2z2+H3z3+H4z4+H5z5+Hbz6. 
To eliminate z from the relations F = 0 and G = 0 we construct a sequence of polynomials of 
successively lower degree in z and at each stage remove all common factors of the coefficients. 
The first step is to calculate the coefficients pk of p = F,G - G,F, which is quartic in z. The 
bivariate coefficients pk are computed and factorised using REDUCE; they have two common 
factors, namely c2 and $ = 4A3, + 5A,, + 12. Define P = c; $V1p = C”,,,P, z“; the degrees of 
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Pk range from 8 to 20. Then F = G = 0 if and only if F = P = 0, provided that F5c& + 0. We 
also factorise Fs itself, and find that Fs = - 192*x, where 
x = 125Ai, + 450&4,, + 1800/I;, -!- 525A,,A$, + 414OA,,A,, 
+ 5400/l,, + 196/I;, + 2268/I;, + 6480/l,, - 5400. 
The next step is to substitute z4 = -PC * Xz =. Pk t k into F = 0 (provided that P4 # 0). This 
gives a cubic in z: q = C: =Oqk z k, say. Now it can be proved by some straightforward algebra 
that x is a common factor of the qk. So we let Q =x- ‘q = Ci,oQk zk; the degrees of the Qk 
range from 24 to 32. Thus F = G = 0 if and only if P = Q = 0 as long as c$xP4 f: 0. From 
Q = 0 we substitute for z3 into the relation P = 0, provided, of course, that Q3 f 0. We obtain 
a quadratic in z : I = C&t, zk. It can be shown, again by straightforward algebra, that Pi is a 
common factor of the t,, and computation shows that (A r7 +A3J3 is also a common factor. We 
have already supposed that P4 # 0, and the case A ,? + A,, = 0 will be considered in Section 3. 
Let T= Pc2(A,, +A3,Je3t = &Tkzk; the degrees of the 7” are 47, 44 and 41. From T= 0 
we take z2 = TT1(TIZ + T,) p rovided that T2 f 0. Substituting this into Q = 0 gives a linear 
relation w = w0 + w1 z = 0. 
Because of the large expression swell involved, it was not possible to set up w0 and wI as 
such in the 64 Mbytes available. Instead we exploited the fact that both w0 and w1 are divisible 
by QSP," (this can again be confirmed by straightforward algebra). For example, one can write 
w0 in the form Qf( t2 Pj + 51 P4 + &,). Since w0 is divisible by Pi, lo = I) or to is divisible by P4; 
in fact to is divisible by Pf and similarly & is divisible by P4. In this way the expressions 
Gk = P;“&T~ wk, k = 0, 1, were computed. It was then found that (A 17 + A3,)9 is a common 
factor of Go and $; let IV= (A,, +A3J9(Go + ti,z) = W, + W,z. Both W, (of degree 65) and 
IV, (of degree 62) are irreducible over Q. 
Now we consider the relation H = 0. The above substitutions from P, Q and T are used to 
reduce H and this leads (not without considerable effort) to another relation B = B, + B,z = 0, 
where B, is of degree 54 and B, is of degree 51. Common factors are again removed at each 
step of the procedure, but none arise which have not occurred previously. Thus F = G = H = 0 
if and only if T = W= B = 0 provided that tc/, x, P4, Q3, T2, W, and A I, +A3, are nonzero 
(and, of course, v - 2 K, c2, c # 0). 
The next stage is to make the substitution z = - l&/W,, from W = 0, in B and T to form 
p = B,W, -B,W, and r = T,lVt - T,l?$W, + T,lVf, respectively. Unfortunately, the resources 
available at the Manchester Computing Centre were not adequate to set up these expressions, 
let alone to factorise them. These tasks were performed on the CRAY 2 at the Minnesota 
Supercomputer Center. The tactorisation of p, a bivariate polynomial of degree lib, took 7 
hours and 10 minutes CPU-time. 
After factorisation p and 7 are of the form 
p=T,ESL, 7=T2E2W 2 c ‘) 
where E, L, U are polynomials of degree 27, 44, 30, resprctively and 
S = 4A43, + 17/l&A,, + 24A3,, + 27/l&4;, + 90A$l 17 + 36/l;, + 19&A_:, 
+ 108A3& + 117A37A17 +5/l;‘, + 42A;, + 90& 
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Having expressed the polynomials C and D, which arose in the expression for L(4) derived 
early in this section, in terms of A ,,, Aj, and A,, we found that C is a factor of the resultant 
of C and D with respect to A$ Hence the possibility that E = 0 is contained in the case 
C = D = 0 which will be discussed in Section 3. Thus the origin can be a centre only if S = 0 or 
L = U = 0 or one of C, c2, 11, x, P4, Q3, T2, Wl, A 17 f A, and v - 2K vanishes. 
Themem 2.2. Sqqnxe that S = 0, p = -D/C and A,, A, are given by (2.21, (2.3), respectively. 
ifhen the origin is a centre. 
f. Under the conditions of the theorem we have seen that L(k) = 0 for k 4 6. The 
ciency of these conditions is proved in [2] and follows from the existence of an invariant 
conic. The orbits are the level CUPV~S of
9y’ eqx)(3A,x’ +A,xy + 3A,x + y - 3)-2(w(_x))-1 - /x(~(u))-2 e*(“) du, 
0 
where 
and w(xb=A,x’+A,x- 1. G 
The conditions given in Theorem 2.2 can be expressed in terms of the original coefficients ak 
as follows: 
36afy + 8az + 9Oafaf + 243af 
03 = 
2(18a$y - 4az - 27afaf - 8lai) 
, a4= - 81a: 96 9 
a2a,(27y - 2ai - 9af) 
as = 
6 
? 
2af(144a$y + 243af - 32a; - 27Oasaf - 
a6= 
ShYat) 
- 
81af8 
9 
a,= - 
+a2(a,S + 2’7~ + 14aS + 72-7:) 
i5 9 
Y2 = 
(2az + 9af)3 
-- 
162ai 
and 
These conditions for a centre are again not covered by the Kukles conditions (KlHK4). We 
proceed to confirm that there are no other conditions for a persistent centxe. 
Consider first the possibility that L = U = 0. Both L and U are irreducible over Q, and to 
confirm that they do not have a common factor over R we use the following result. 
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose that k is an infinite field and K is all extension of k. Suppose that f, 
g E k[x,y] and that 1 E K[x, y] is a commoti factor off and g. Then either 1 E K[x] u K[ y] or f 
and g have a common factor in k[ x, y]\(k[ x] U k[ y]). 
Lemma 2.3 is proved by applying the Euclidean algorithm to f and g considered as elements 
of K(x)[ y] and noting that all polynomials arising are elements of k( x)[ y]. 
To check that L and U do not have a common factor in just one of the variables Al,, A,, we 
evaluate L and U for specific values of one variable at a time. We chose to consider the three 
cases A,,=l, A,,=Oand A,,= -&; let the corresponding expressions for U be U,, U2 and 
U3. We found that U2 = A$J4 where XJ4 = 18 and 
& =&(3A,, - I)*( A,, - 30)( A,, - 3)&u,, 
where aU5 = 3 and WI6 = 4; UI, U4, Us and U, are irreducible over 0. We computed the 
resultants of Us and US, and Us and U6: both are nonzero. It follows that there are no (real) 
factors common to U,, U2 and U,, and so U has no single variable factors in A,,. Similarly, 
there are no factors involving A,, alone. Hence L and U certainly cannot have a common 
factor, and so the case L = U = 0 does not give rise to conditions for a persistent centre. 
It remains to consider the cases which have been excluded in the course of the argument. We 
illustrate our approach by considering the case FS = 0; recall that F, is a constant multiple of 
&. First suppose that x = 0. This case leads to a persistent centre only if x and R( F, G), the 
resultant of F and G with respect to z, have a common factor. Of course, R(F, G) cannot be 
computed explicitly. We know that x is irreducible over 0; as for U above we show that x does 
not have single-variable factors and so, by Lemma 2.3, the only possibility is that x is itself a 
factor of R( F, G). We show that this is not so by finding explicit values of A,, and AS,, namely 
A,,= - 6 and A,, = 0, for which x = 0 but R(F, G) # 0. Finding such pairs of values is, of 
course, an experimental process. Turning to # = 0 there are obviously no single variable 
factors, and we find that # = 0 but R( F, G) # 0 when A,, = 0 and A,, = -3. 
The excluded cases P4 = 0, Q3 = 0 and T2 = 0 are treated in a similar way. It was confirmed 
that none of them is a factor of R( F, G) and that they have no single variable factors; therefore 
persistent centre conditions do not arise. The case P4 = 0 was slightly harder than the others, 
for simple integer values of A,, and A,, such that P4 = 0 were not found; however, the 
relation A 17 = - $A37 simplified P4 sufficiently to enable us to show that P4 is not a factor of 
R(F, G) in this case. It follows without restriction that P4 is not a factor of R( F, Gh 
For the case IV1 = 0 we must have W, = 0 also (because lV = 0). Both IV1 and I&, are 
irreducible over Q and we use Lemma 2.3 to show that this case cannot give rise to persistent 
centre conditions. 
3. Excluded cases 
In this section we cover the four remaining cases, namely 
0 i v-2~=0, (ii) c,=O, (iii) C = 0, (iv) A, +A, = 0. 
In (i) and (iv) we also prove that nonpersistent centres do not occur. We again suppose that 
A,+O. 
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(i) Suppose that v - 2~ = 0. In terms of the Ai, we have 
A,= 3(2A, +A,) 
and L(1) = 3A, + 2A, +A,. We take 
A,= - $(3A, +a$), 
whence L(1) = 0 and 
L(2) = -30A,A1 - 6A,AS - 3A: + 3A;A, + 15A,A$ 
(3 1) . 
(3 2) . 
ow let 
- 30A,A, - 4A, + 9A3, - 6ASA, + 4A,. 
A,= 
-3A_: + 3AfA, + lSA,A; - 30A,A, - 4A, + 9A”5 - 6A,A, + 4A, 
6(5A, +A,) 
7 (3 3) L. 
where we suppose that 5A, : & # 0. Then 
L(3)=dlA$+d,A,-td,, (3 4) . 
where d, = - 288(5A, + A,)*( A, + 2 A,) and d,, d, are polynomials in A 1 and A, of degree 5, 
7, respectively. 
Suppose that A, + 2A, # 0 and let Ai = 
e, = (5A, + AS)%To and e, = 
-(d,A, + d,)&. Then L(4) = e, + elA4, where 
(5A, + A5)%fl; if0 and e’, are polynomials in A, and A, of degree 
12 and 9, respectively. If e, # 0, let 
A,= -2. 
e, (3 5) 
. 
The cases e, = 0 and d, = 0 will be considered later. We now have 
L(5) = (5A, + Aj)‘( A, + 2 A5)*( A, - A,)KZ, 
and 
L(6) = (5A, +A,)“(A, + 2A5)*(A, -A,)KZ,, 
where 
K = 9A; + 27A;A, + 27A,A; + 2A, + 9A; + 4A,, 
2, is a polynomial of degree 19 in A, and A,, and 2, is of degree 23. For consistency we 
substitute A, = -e,/e, into (3.4) and obtain 
(5A, +,4,)(A, + 2AJ2(Al -A,)KZ, = 0, 
where Z, is of degree 19. We have already supposed that 5A, + A, and A 1 + 2 A, are nonzero, 
and if A,-A,=O, then A,= 0. If K = 0 and A,, A,, A,, A, are given by (3.11, (3.21, (3.3) 
and (3.5) respectively, we have a particular case of the conuitions given in Theorem 2.1 (which 
are also covered by the Kukles condition (Kl)). 
The remaining possibility is that Z, = 7, = Z, = 0 with 5 A 1 + A,, A 1 + 2 A, and e, nonzero. 
If e, = 0, then we must hcve e, 
A, = 0, we have Z, 
= 0 also. We suppose+at A,# 0 and set A, = A,,AS. (When 
= AYZ, and Z, = ATZ,, where Z, and Z, are polynomia!s ill Ai whose 
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resultant is nonzero, and since 5A, +A, # 0, we cannot have A, = 0.) We compute the 
follotiing resultants with respect to A$ 
R(% 9 4 = (545 + 09(4, - q(45 + l)*(A!, + 2)@,@,, 
R(Z,, 2,) = @A,, + l)25(A,5 - 1)25(A15 + 1)16(AiS + 2)‘(Als -4)@;@,@,, 
R(Z,, 2,) = (5A,, + l)“(A,, - l)=(A,, + l)16(A,, + 2)‘(A,, - 4)G2@&+, 
where @i, Qi,, @,, G4 are irreducilble polynomials of degree ‘ii, 17, 30, 71, respectively, and 
4ps =A;: + 2A:, + 3A:, + 2A,, + 4 which is positive definite. We require R(Z,, 2,) = 
R(Z,, 2,) = 0 while R( e,, e,) # 0. Thus we need to consider the two possibilities A ,5 = 4 and 
Q3 z Qa= 0. When A,, = 4, we find that 2, =A$& and 2, =A$??,. Now A, z: 0 and 
R(Z,, 2,) # 0; hence A,, = 4 does not give rise to a centre. The polynomials G3 and @G are 
univariate and irreducible over CP. They cannot have a common zero, for suppose that a! is such 
a zero and let p, be its minimum polynomial (that is, the manic polynomial with rational 
coefficients of minimum degree of which cy is a zero). By minimality, p, divides all polynomials 
of which a! is a zero. Because G3 is irreducible, p, = @,; then G3 divides Qi4, contradicting the 
fact that G$ is irreducible. 
We now turn to the possibility that 5A, +A, = 0. Taking A 7 and A 3 as defined by (3.1) and 
(3.2) with A, = - $A, we have L(2) =A,(32Ag + 25). Thus the only possibility is that A, = 0, 
in which case A, = 0. 
If A* + 2A, = 0, again with A, and A, satisfying (3.1) and (3.2), then 
L(2) =A,(18A, + 5A; + 18A, + 4). 
Since A, = 0 implies that A, = 0, we take A, = - &(5Ag + 18A, + 4) and obtain 
L(3) =A5( -475A; + 567A;Ad + 304A; + 288A,). 
Now take A, = - 19Ag{ - 25Ag + 16)/9(63Ag f 32); then L(4) = A@, and L(5) = A,@,, where 
0, and 0, are polynomials in A, whose resultant is nonzero. Again no centre conditions arise. 
The remaining situation to be considered is that e, = e, = 0. In this case L(4) = 0 and 
L(5) = (5A, +A,16(f0 +flA,), L(6) = (5A, +A5%to +g,A,), where fo, fl, go, g, are polwo- 
mials in A,, A,. We now take A, = -fo/fl with fi # 0 and consider L(6) = 0 together with 
e, = e, =O. Since 5A, +A,#O, we have J=g,f, -g,f,=O. NOW 
J = (A, + 2A5)3(5A, + A5)( A, - A5)J1J2, 
where J, and J, are polynomials of degree 26 and 3, respectively. If J2 = 0, we obtain a 
particular case of the centre conditions given in Theorem 2.1. We compute the resultant with 
respect to A$ 
R(e, , J1) = (5AlS + l)‘l( A,, - l)“( A,, + l)*Pl, 
where W, is of degree 61. We supposed that 5A,, + 1 f 0 and Ai, + 2 f 0. Both when Al, = 1 
and A,, = - 1” we find that e, = e, = 0 only if A, = 0, a contradiction. Since !&, Qi, and @, 
are irreducible over Q, they cannot have common roots (as explained above). Hence e, = el = 
J, = 0 cannot occur. 
We must still look at the possibility fl = 0. We compute 
R(e,, fl) = (5A,, + 1)23( A,, - 1)6( Al5 + 1)2( A,, + 2)3*2, 
where lJT2 is of degree 24. The cases not already considered are @, = q2 = 0 and @2 = *Z = 0. 
Neither can happen becawe the three polynomials are irreducible and distinct. 
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This completes case (i) - there are no new centre comlitions of any kind. 
(ii) Suppose that c, = 0, and let A, and A, be as given in (2.2) and (2.3). From L(3) = 0 we 
takep= -c,/c,, prodded that c1 f 0, and then 
L(4) =A,z6 i rkzP, 
8 
L(5) =A,z’ c skzk, 
k=O k=O 
where z = A$ and rk, Sk are polynomials in A,, and A,,. Since A, # 0, the resultant 2 of 
L(4) and L(5) with respect to z is a function of A,, and A,, only, as is czl. If 9 is irreducible 
then we can have conditions for a persistent centre only if c2 and 9 have a common 
tor involving Al7 or A, alone. We verify that c2 has no such factors. If G% factorises over 
, then a persistent centre can arise only if c2 is itself a factor of 9. To show that c2: is not a 
factor of 2, we evaluate 9 for specific values of A,, and A,, such that c2 = 0 but 5%’ # 0. If, 
on the other hand, c1 = 0, then we require c0 = c1 = c2 = 0. The resultant of c0 and c1 with 
respect to z is again a function of A,, and As7, and c2 is not a factor of it. Hence there are no 
persistent centre conditions. 
(iii) For the case C = D = 0 we express C and D in terms of A17, A,, and z = A$ Let 
C= Ca + C,z + C,z* and D = D, + D,z + D2z2 + D,z3. The resultant of C and D with 
respect to z has four factors, namely v - 2~ and c2 which are nonzero, and & and r2, say, 
which are bivariate polynomials of degree 14 and 27, respectively. So L(4) = Cp + D = 0 if 
& = 0 or rZ = 0 provided that D, and C2 are not both zero. Using A, and A, as given by (2.2) 
and (2.31, let p* = -(c, + c&c,, so that L(S) = 0, + ,dl, L(6) = & + p#+ and L(7) = e0 + 
P+~, where 6iy 4i and +Gi are polynomials in K, v and A,. When 8, # 0, let p = - 8,/8,; then 
L(6) = qb,6, - +160 and L(7) = $,6, - &&. The evaluation of the resultant Y of L(6) and 
L(7) to eliminate one of the three variables is nontrivial, so we aim to show that r1 and r2 are 
not factors of Y. Persistent centre conditions can arise only if & or r2 is a factor of 7 or 
either has a common factor with F in a single variable. We confirmed that r1 and r2 cannot 
have factors in either of the variables alone. We also showed that neither & nor r2 can be a 
factor of 5 When 0, = 0, we showed that r, and r2 are not factors of the resultant of 0, and 
0, with respect to z. Hence in this case again there are no persistent centre conditions. 
(iv) We now consider the case A, + A, = 0. Here L(1) = 3A, +A, and we take A, = -A,, 
A,= - $A, to give 
L(2) = 3A,A, - 3A3A, + 3A,A, + 9A,A, + 2A,. 
Now suppose that 3A6+9A,+2#0 and let A, = 3A,( A, -A6)/(3A6 + 9A, + 2). Then 
L(3) = b, A: + 6, where b, = 12(A6 - A,)b,, b, = (3A, + 9A, + 2J2bh and both b, and b4 are 
cubic polynomiais in A, and A,. Let A$ = -b,/b,, where b, # 0; then 
L(4) =A,(A, -A,)‘(A, + 3A,)‘(3A6 + 9A, + 2)*h,, 
L(5) = A3( A, - A4)2( A, + 3A,)2(3A6 + 9A, + 2)“rci’N,, 
L(6) =A3( A, -A4)2( A, + 3A,)2(3A6 + 9A, + 2)4fis, 
where K = 9Ai + 18A,A, + 2A6 + 9Ai + 4A, and the pi are polynomials in A, and A,. For 
L(4) = L(5) = L(6) = 0 there are several subcases to be considered. 
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If A,-0, then A, = 0, which we are supposing is not the case. If A, -A, = 0, then b, = 0, 
a contradiction. If A, + 3A, = 0, then A: = - a, which we obviously do not consider. If 2 = 0 
and A,, A,, A: are as defined above, then the centre conditions given in Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied. We have verified that N,, &, & cannot be simultaneously zero without violating our 
hypotheses. 
In the case 3A,+9A,+2=0, we take A,= - $(3A, + 2); then L(2) =A,(6A, + 1). If 
A, = 0, then L(3) = A,(9Ai + 12A, + 9Ag - 81, and if A, = 0, then A, = 0. With A, # 0 the 
quantities L(4) and L(5) are zero if and only if A, = f, but then A: = - $. If A, f 0 and 
L(2) = 0, then A, = - $, so that L(3), L(4), L(5) are functions of A, and A,. We consider the 
resultant of L(3) and L(4) with respect to A,, 9, say, and of L(3) and L(5), S, say. We have 
2, = A,(6A3 - 5)(6A, + 5>lJ and Fi = A,(6A3 - 5)(6A, + 5>r4. The resultant of & and I” is 
nonzero, so we consider only A, = + 2 and it is easily shown that both lead to centre 
conditions which are particular cases of Theorem 2.1. 
We return to the case b, = 0. Recall that L(3) = b, + b,A$ so if b, = 0, then we require 
b, = 0 also. We note that 3A, + 9A, + 2 f 0 and if A, =A4, then A, and hence A, are zero. 
We showed that all other possibilities are also inconsistent with our hypotheses. 
4. Conclusions 
We noted at the beginning of the paper that if a7 = 0, the origin is a centre for system (1.2) if 
and only if the conditions (1.3) hold, and that if a2 = 0, then the origin is a centre if and only if 
(1.5) holds. The conclusions of this paper can be summarised as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that a7 z 0. The origin is a persistent centre for (1.2) if and only if the 
conditions given in Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 are satisfied. Nonpersistent centres can occur only if 
L = U = 0 or one of C, c2, #, x, P4, Q3, T2, WI is zero. 
Nonpersistent centres occur only for a finite number of points in the space of coefficients. 
We have shown that none occur if A, + A, = 0 or 2A, + A, - 3A, = 0, two cases which were 
excluded in the course of the argument in Section 2. We conjecture that there are no 
nonpersistent centres at all. 
Coqjecture. Let a7 # 0. The origin is a centre for (1.2) if and only if the conditions given in 
Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 are satisfied. 
The possibility of deriving conditions for a centre by computing a Grobner basis for the set of 
focal values is one which we have considered. We are grateful to Herbert Melenk and Winfried 
Neun at the Konrad Zuse Center, Berlin for helping to explore this approach. Using their 
efficient REDUCE Grobner basis code on a specially configured DEC 3100 workstation they 
obtained Griibner bases in the two cases a7 = 0 and a2 = 0. The case a7 = 0 proved to be 
straightforward, but the case Q~ = 0 took over 7 days CPU-time. So far, the general case (the 
subject of this paper) has proved intractable. These computations enabled the results of 13,111 
to be confirmed. 
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